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Summary
Established in 2006, Upper Consulting, Inc. (UCI) is an experienced process mechanical engineering
consulting firm located in the central Midwest. We provide quality, value-based engineering solutions
to process industries located across the United States and Internationally. We are committed to
providing responsive, personalized, high-value engineering services to assist our clients in reaching their
goals.

Company Overview
Company Profile
•
•
•
•

•

Founded in 2006 in Batavia, IL near Chicago
Headquarters located in Quincy, IL since 2008
Over 80 years of combined industry experience
Completed Projects worldwide
 Projects & Services in 30 states
 Projects & Services in over a dozen countries
Experienced in Design-Bid-Build, Design Build and Fast Track projects

Core Beliefs
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Fairness and Honesty in everything we do.
Provide quality engineering to meet the strategic needs and financial objectives of our clients.
Implement reliable, value-oriented solutions for industry challenges.
Provide courteous and personalized service to clients of all sizes.
Maintain the highest standards of confidentiality.
Foster the spirit of quality and continuous improvement in everything we do and to earn the
trust and confidence of our clients every day.
Be a responsive and agile partner from start to finish.
Be vigilant to the safety of everyone involved over the entire project life cycle.

Experience
UCI has worked with prominent businesses and industry leaders in the agricultural, mineral, food,
biofuel and related process industries over its first 14 years. UCI has process design experience in many
types of grain and oilseed processing facilities, ethanol and biodiesel facilities, seed processing facilities,
food processing facilities, mineral processing facilities, fertilizer processing and storage, bulk material
handling, loading operations (truck, rail, and barge), packaging. UCI has experiences in common utility
systems found in these facilities: steam and hot water boiler systems, cooling and chilled water systems,
water treatment systems, water treatment and process wastewater systems, electrical distribution
systems. UCI is also experienced in many regulatory areas: Process Safety Management, Combustible
Dust, Food Safety Management Act and others. UCI is experienced in design build, fast track projects
and has worked with and for Owners, other design consultants and contractors.
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Team Approach

With our extensive plant engineering and operations experience, we can easily work as an extension of
your staff. Our hands on plant operational background assist us in communicating and relating with
plant personnel. This approach allows the project team to work towards one common goal. UCI takes
pride in every project we are involved with and works by the creed ‘live the project’. Your objectives are
our objectives and we will work together as a team.

Services by Industry
Our team has been providing clients with process design solutions since our company inception. After
our 10th anniversary we had completed over 100 projects in 29 states and 6 countries worth about $650
million. UCI can provide you with experienced, detailed process mechanical design services for your
agribusiness plant. Our services include engineering, procurement, permitting, construction inspection,
commissioning, start-up and training. We have a strong reputation for integrity, honesty, and client
value, which is demonstrated by our high percentage of repeat clients. We have significant experience
in the following Agricultural Business Sectors:

Grain & Seed Processing

We understand the complexities and challenges associated with your grain/seed processing enterprise.
Designing solutions for the grain processing industry is an every-day activity at UCI. We apply the latest
technological advancements to ensure an optimal approach is achieved for our clients and their
individual needs. Whatever your grain of choice, UCI possesses the expertise to maximize revenue from
your new or existing process. We develop total engineering solutions for:
• Grain handling, measurement & sampling
• Grain storage & drying
• Grain loading & unloading (truck, rail, barge, ship)
• Dust minimization & particulate emissions control (combustible dust code requirements)
We are your full-service engineering partner for developing, designing, implementing, inspecting, and
managing your grain processing projects.
UCI has been privileged to work with both Iowa Corn Processors (ICP) and Cereal Process Technologies
(CPT), providing process mechanical design, plant layout, equipment specification and procurement,
project management, construction inspection and commissioning and start-up services for a new ICP
corn mill in Glidden, IA, the largest corn milling/fractionation facility (CPT) at the Valero Renewable Fuels
plant in Jefferson, WI, and the CPT pilot plant milling system at the National Corn to Ethanol Research
Center (NCERC). Both ICP and CPT utilize the patented corn dry-fractionation technology developed by
Mr. Jim Giguere. His technology significantly improves operating efficiencies and co-product revenues in
the ethanol industry. With our extensive background in oil seed processing and refining, we can develop
facility designs for extraction of corn oil from separated corn germ and further corn oil refining
processes.
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Renewable Energy & Biofuels

We are committed to a multifaceted approach to America’s energy supply. Renewable energy is an
important part of the energy mix through the effective and economical application of technologies for
producing ethanol and biodiesel fuels from home-grown feedstocks as well as biomass and biogas
sources. We focus our core competencies in the areas of fuel production from grains and organic waste.
From facility design and layout, through equipment selection and procurement, to plant start-up and
operation, UCI is your capable partner for corn-to-ethanol processing, biodiesel production, cellulosic
ethanol production, biomass and biogas facilities. Let us engineer your renewable energy project, coproduct addition or product diversification project. Small or large, we will develop a custom, scalable
process solution to maximize the value of your enterprise.

Feed Manufacturing

UCI is experienced and capable of assisting you in improving your feed manufacturing processes &
facilities or designing a new facility. We will apply the latest proven technologies to increase your
capacities, improve your efficiencies, the quality of your feed products, process flexibility needed for
smaller batches and more specialized products while addressing requirements of FSMA. We draw upon
the knowledge and experience from projects in the feed industry as well as from those in related
industries and can provide the engineering and expertise necessary for the following
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ingredients receiving, processing, & storage
Liquid feed ingredient systems
Automatic Batching & mixing
Sizing & screening
Pelleting, extruding, block & tub production
Equipment selection & procurement assistance

•
•
•
•
•

Finished products bulk storage
Automatic packaging & handling
Dust & emissions control systems
Instrumentation & controls
Steam & condensate systems

Oilseed & Edible Oil Processing

Let UCI be your oilseed process engineering partner. We enable you to maximize process yields,
minimize capital expenses and operational costs and ensure consistent high-quality outputs. We have
the experience, relationships and capability to launch your full-scale oilseed processing venture, or add
value to your existing enterprise. With oilseed processing, every situation requires a tailored
approach. We design and analyze every step of your process, from raw material preparation, to the
various methods of oil extraction, oil refining, to packaging of the final product and by-products, to the
addition of advanced soybean products such as protein concentrates and isolates etc. From
specialty/small-scale operations to large-scale production, from food grade products to crude oil
destined for biodiesel, our skills will enable you to add maximum value to your oilseed processing
operation.

Aggregate & Mineral Processing

UCI can offer experience working with various aggregates & minerals for facility development and
improvements to fit your budget, such as; processing & refining of silica & minerals, sand fractionation
systems, aspiration & dust control, bulk material handling systems and bulk storage & reclaim systems.
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Services by Discipline
Plant and Process Engineering

At UCI, we are proficient in tackling the day-to-day engineering challenges faced by every plant and
production facility, such as:
• Changes in raw materials/feedstocks
• Increased quality controls and/or end-item specifications
• Automating to reduce cost, increase product consistency and improve efficiency
• Designing additional systems and controls to increase throughput and improve investment
returns
• Implementing continuous improvements and lean manufacturing initiatives
• Equipment replacement/upgrades
 Identifying equipment wear characteristics and planning preventive maintenance
 Performing equipment failure analysis to address root cause and permanent corrective
action
 Specifying coatings or insulation to reduce utility expenses
• Improvement of plant facilities to enhance maintenance operations
 Designing additional catwalks, hoists, jib booms, platforms, lifts, etc.
• Performing plant energy audits to identify utility cost reduction opportunities
We also provide solutions for complex process engineering needs:
• Sizing of pumps, pipes, valves, heat exchangers, instrumentation, etc.
• Implementing process-specific steam generation/condensate return system, metering pumps,
vacuum systems, agitation systems, etc.
• Designing fans and duct work
• Specifying materials of construction
• Developing plans for hazardous chemical storage/use
• Performing process-specific hazard & safety analysis

Mechanical Engineering

At UCI we strive to provide cost effective solutions to all mechanical challenges a project may face such
as; production, manufacturing & process facility layout, aspiration & dust collection, sanitary/clean
system design, dry& liquid handling & storage, CIP/SIP system design, industrial HVAC & process
ventilation as well as the following.

Material Handling Systems;
• Mechanical Conveying
• Pneumatic Conveying
• Storage, Silos, Bins, etc.
• Bulk Receiving & Loadout; Truck, Rail, Ship/Barge
• Ductwork, Spouting, Chutes, Millwright Design

Utility Systems;
• Boilers, Steam & Condensate
• Compressed Air
• Cooling Tower & Chilled Water
• Vacuum

Mechanical Design Analysis;
• Thermal Stress
• Piping Stress
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Piping Engineering

UCI has the ability to provide detailed engineering and construction documents for your project, from a
greenfield site to revamps and expansions of a facility of any age, and anything in-between. Utilizing a
wide array of programs, UCI will generate accurate and consistent documents for the construction of
your project.
• Process & Utility Piping Design
• Complete Piping Design from Facility Piping Specifications
• Development of Piping Specifications
• Generation of Piping Isometrics
• Bill of Material Development
• Above & Below Ground Piping
• Sanitary, Aseptic & Hygienic Piping
• Pipe Support Design
• Volatile & Flammable Liquid Piping
• Bio-Gas Piping
• Process, Storm & Sanitary Plumbing
Partial List of Piping Specifications
• Carbon Steel
• Stainless Steel, Duplex & Super Duplex
• Galvanized
• Copper
• PVC, CPVC, HDPE, Polyproylene, Fiberglass
• Ductile Iron
• Teflon & Poly Lined Pipe

UCI Specific Services
When you hire UCI for your project we strive to provide high quality work with value oriented solutions.
Combining technical expertise, personalized service with effective project management allows us to
provide predictable project results to our clients. With significant plant operational experience, UCI can
also anticipate plant needs and requirements in a retrofit project.
With a team approach and mindset, we seek to operate as an extension of the client’s staff and provide
our client with a responsive resource for use on their projects in their facilities. UCI often assists clients
with front-end engineering design through detailed engineering and construction. Process hazard
analysis (PHA) reviews, construction inspection, plant technical evaluations and valuations are also
services available. Often, we are asked to provide general plant engineering services to supplement a
client’s existing technical staff.
UCI frequently works as part of a multi-disciplinary design build team with the Client, other design
professionals, and contractors to provide engineering, procurement and construction activities for a
project. We have significant project experience with this approach.
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Detailed Design Capabilities

UCI has the ability to provide detailed engineering and construction documents for your project, from a
greenfield site, to revamps and expansions of a facility of any age, and anything in-between. Utilizing a
wide array of programs, UCI will generate accurate and consistent documents for the construction of
your project, including;
• Technical Research
• Project Engineering & Optimization
• Feasibility Studies
• Process Hazard Analysis
• Conceptual Design
• Project Development
• Project Cost Analysis
• Plant Layout & Detail Design
• Mechanical Design
• Process Safety Management
• Instrumentation & Controls
• Design Implementation
• Equipment Specification & Procurement
• Construction Inspection
• Project Management
• Facility Start-up & Commissioning
• P&ID Development
• Mass & Energy Balances
• Industrial HVAC Systems
• Process Piping Design
• Steam Generation Systems
• Ammonia & Chiller Systems
• Grain & Material Handling System Design
• Dust Collection System Design
• Flammable & Combustible Liquid Systems
• Natural Gas & Propane System Design
• Chemical Additive Systems
• Solvent Extraction (Hexane & Alcohol)
• Pneumatic Conveying System Design
• Compressed Air & Inert Gas System Design
• Plant Design in 3D
• Intelligent P&IDs, Piping Design, Integrated BIM
• Model Development From 3D Point Clouds
• Industrial Plumbing, Sanitary & Storm Water
• Process Vacuum Systems
• Packaging; Bagging & Bottling Systems
• Loading & Unloading System Design (Truck, Barge & Rail)

Front-End Planning (FEP)

UCI often assists clients in their front-end planning for projects both large and small, this process is a
crucial component to a successful project and helps to determine the economic viability of a project.
The process involves three phases that integrates with pre-construction and construction services.
FEP-1 or the feasibility phase of the Front-End Planning process is used to help the client determine how
economically viable the project will be. These studies are important to establish the outline of the
project to every party involved and are often useful tools in procuring financing for the project.
Preliminary design documents are developed in this phase, which include Block Flow Diagrams (BFD),
Project Parameters, order of magnitude cost, equipment lists and preliminary site plan.
FEP-2 or conceptual phase of the Front-End Planning process consist of adding detail to the preliminary
documents as well as generating new detailed design documents such as Process Flow Diagrams (PFDs),
Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&IDs), Project Schedule, 3D Modelling and Detailed Cost
Analysis. This phase will continue to assist in reviewing the feasibility and viability of the project.
FEP-3 or detailed scope phase of the Front-End Planning process results in documentation and design
taken to the final stage, documents to be finalized consist of; P&IDs, Equipment Lists, Instrument Lists,
Motor Lists, Project Schedule, 3D Model and more. New documents are also created in this step such as;
Piping Isometrics, Bill of Materials, Plans & Sections. Similar to the last two phases, the economic
viability of the project will continue to be reviewed.
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Front-End Planning Process Overview
Initial Design
(Phase One)
•Series of studies to determine
project viability
•BFDs, project parameters, and
order of magnitude costs are
developed

Basic Design
(Phase Two)
•Best options from Phase One are
further developed
•Increased detail on existing
documents and generation of new
documents;
•PFDs
•P&IDs
•Project Schedule
•Detailed Cost Analysis
•Preliminary 3D Model
•Review Economic Viability

Detailed Design
(Phase Three)
•Specific equipment, piping,
milling, electrical,
instrumentation, civil,
environmental and structural
requirements are determined
•Further increased detail on
existing documents and
generation of new documents;
•Piping Isometrics
•Plans & Sections from finalized
3D model
•Bill of Materials for process
piping
•Continual review of project
economic viability

Design-Build Team Approach

UCI has provided process mechanical engineering, start-up and commissioning services for several larger
design build project during its history and both greenfield construction projects and retrofit projects in
the edible oil processing, biofuels, corn milling, mineral processing and related industries. In additional
to process mechanical design, UCI has provided equipment and instrumentation procurement
specification and procurement services, as well as provide the leadership for the technical project
design. We have worked for Client’s directly and for the general contractor in certain instances. We are
flexible and experienced in several project approaches.

Fast Track Projects

UCI has experience in fast track projects with involvement from initial FEP-1 design, detailed design,
equipment procurement, construction inspection, and commissioning and start-up. These projects
involved innovative design and construction approaches and close coordination of all activities to allow
project completion on schedule and within budget.

UCI Software Capabilities
UCI has extensive experience with the Autodesk Plant 3D Design Suite, which encompasses five very
useful branches that result in precise construction documents in an efficient amount of time.
• Autocad Plant 3D Design Suite & P&IDs, are the main CAD utility. In this software we accomplish
tasks such as creating the Intelligent P&IDs, creating Intelligent 3D and structure models, laying
out Intelligent Piping, creating various 2D drawings (typically from the created 3D model), and
piping isometrics. Also within this program, we are able to analyze and export data pertaining to
the project (e.g. equipment lists, piping bill of materials, valve list, etc.)
• Plant 3D Spec Editor is utilized to create piping specs, which ensures that the piping is modeled
as accurately as possible by creating specifications designed to match the provided
specifications for a given project.
• Plant 3D Report Creator uses exported data to create visually customized reports for our clients.
• Navisworks is used for clash detection of Autocad models, and also serves as a user friendly
option for viewing our models, allowing a more convenient way to visually inspect our models.
• Autodesk Inventor
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Intelligent P&IDs

Creating Intelligent P&IDs with a 3D model allows you to use the two programs to check one another for
missing equipment, instruments, etc. This feature will help save time and allow for more precision,
another useful feature of intelligent P&IDs over the more common non-intelligent P&IDs would be the
ability to make changes or revisions. Revisions when you have an intelligent P&ID take considerably less
time to complete, and when completed, it can interact with your 3D model and construction documents
to ensure changes are carried throughout all of the deliverables.

Point-Cloud 3D Scanning Processing

UCI has the ability to arrive at a facility and scan equipment, building and piping as needed to collect
enough data to generate a point cloud scan of a facility and process this into useful tangible data with
the use of the ReCap program, which evolves into the form of a 3D autocad model, which can then be
used in many ways as previously discussed. This can be immensely helpful in older facilities where
existing documents often do not reflect the current condition of a facility. Multiple companies have
employed UCI to generate full 3D models of their facility, providing a very useful set of content to save
valuable time during any future expansion or addition.

Point-Cloud Equipment Scan

Model Scan Overlay

Finished 3D Generated Model

Autocad Plant 3D Modeling

Generating a three dimensional model of your project will
allow for a higher level of precision when planning and
developing engineering and construction documents. A 3D
model will assist in accurate measurements and ideal locations
for equipment, piping and chutes. Pre-engineered fabrication
documents created from use of the 3D model will cut down on
planning steps in the field. When you have a digital version of
the project, it becomes easier to see the larger picture and
allows for a more seamless integration. A small but
noteworthy advantage to 3D modeling is the capabilities for
rendered drawings to convey the finished project to staff,
corporate and shareholders.

Cartridge Filter Skid & Piping
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Clash Detection Software

UCI can use Navisworks software to detect any intersections between Autocad Plant 3D models, such as
the building, HVAC duct, electrical racks, piping, equipment, etc. Whether UCI creates each model, or if
some of the models are developed by other members of the project team, we can assess the
cohesiveness of multiple disciplines, to ensure project quality.

Piping Stress Analysis

UCI utilizes Hexagon CAESAR II piping stress analysis software for conducting detailed pipe stress
analysis during piping system design when required. We are able to import need piping system data
from our 3D CAD piping model to the CAESAR II software then utilize the software to conducted detailed
stress analysis to assure compliance with applicable codes such as ASME B31.1 or B31.3.

Piping Isometrics

After the development of a detailed 3D model, UCI can generate isometrics for each of the process
piping lines generated in the model, which is a priceless tool for construction of any project. Isometrics
allow the pipe to be drawn in a manner by which the length, width and depth are shown in a single view.
In some cases these can allow for a certain amount of piping to be pre-fabricated, which can be helpful
when there are constraints on a project which limit the ability of the piping contractor.

Bill of Material Reports

By generating an Autocad 3D model, a precise bill of materials can be generated that can greatly assist
the accuracy of cost estimation for contractors, as well as provide a useful gauge for progress
throughout construction.

Project Summaries
UCI has extensive experience in the design of grain processing, edible oil processing, animal feed, food
additive and other continuous industrial processes. Grain processing, edible oil processing, animal feed
and related unit operations have been our core business since the company inception in 2006.
We have been involved in oilseed crushing plant design utilizing most major process technologies and a
variety of feedstocks including soybeans, canola, sunflower, corn germ, and castor seed. In addition, we
have completed design work and process evaluations in edible oil refining operations.
UCI has a core staff of experienced engineers and professionals needed to handle projects such as
technology evaluations, front end designs, upgrades and retrofits of existing facilities, and full
engineering design services for grassroots facilities. We pride ourselves on prompt, personal and
effective attention to our clients and their projects; to maintain the highest standards of confidentiality
and to foster the spirit of quality and continuous improvement in everything we do and to earn the trust
and confidence of our clients every day.
The following project summaries illustrate a sampling of our project experience.
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Oilseed Processing & Edible Oil Projects
Alexandria Company for Seed Processing, 3000 MTPD Multiseed Crush Plant
Alexandria, Egypt (2014-2017)
UCI was contracted to help develop front-end design and complete detailed process mechanical design
for a 3,000 MTPD multiseed crush plant designed to process 3,000 MTPD of soybeans, 2,000 MTPD of
canola, and 1,800 MTPD of sunflower seed for Alexandria Company for Seed Processing and Derivatives.
This large oilseed processor is currently in commissioning of their second crushing plant located in Borgel Arab, an industrial suburb of Alexandria, Egypt.
This facility is currently being commissioned and is located adjacent to their existing 2,500 MTPD
soybean crush plant built in 2004, which was also had process mechanical design completed by key
personnel of UCI. UCI provided detailed process mechanical design for the facility from truck receiving
through bagging and truck loading operations. The solvent extraction technology selected by the Owner
for the facility was provided by Desmet Ballestra.

New Oilseed Facility In Progress

UCI worked closely with the Owner, the Owner’s local structural engineer and key technology providers
in design development for the entire facility. UCI provided PFD’s and P&ID’s, a detailed site plan and
detailed 3D models for; overall site, truck receiving, pre-cleaning, grain storage and drying, preparation,
utilities, product storage, bagging and truck loading facility. The piping design was completed in 3D.
Detailed equipment, general arrangement plans, piping plans, piping isometrics and bill of materials
were provided. In addition detailed process ductwork and smaller storage and process surge bins were
designed and drawings provided to Owner for local fabrication. The Owner followed US and/or
European design codes for all facilities. Equipment procurement activities including specifications,
requests for proposals, proposal evaluations, and approval drawing review were provided. Operation
and control narratives were provided with Owner input for the development of PLC control system
implementation by others.

Northeast Facility View

Southwest Facility View
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Completed Facility Southwest View
Confidential International Agribusiness Client, 3,000 MTPD Soybean Crush Plant FEL-2, 3
Midwest, USA (2015-2016)
UCI provided technical expertise for the feasibility of a new grassroots soybean crush plant that included
a rumen bypass protein meal process and adjacent grain elevator operation to handle other grains
through the same facility. Market and logistic expertise were provided by others in the FEL-2 effort. The
facility included truck and rail receiving and shipping, pre-cleaning, storage, preparation, solvent
extraction, utilities, product storage, office, laboratory, maintenance facilities, rail yard, plant roadways
with truck staging, rumen bypass protein meal process, and one million bushel grain elevator with
drying facility. The results of the FEL-2 phase were attractive and the Client elected to have a more
detailed FEL-3 study completed to confirm the results to a greater level of certainty.
In the FEL-3 effort, UCI again provided detailed process mechanical design as part of a design team that
included the Owner preferred general contractor provided who structural design, architectural design
and led the detailed cost estimating effort. Additional design team included electrical and controls
engineer, fire system designer, rail system designer and environmental engineer.
UCI developed preliminary 3D site model and 3D models of the following process areas: truck and rail
receiving/loading, pre-cleaning, grain storage for process plant and grain elevator including drying,
preparation, rumen bypass meal process, solvent extraction, meal and oil storage, utilities, and
interconnecting towers and structural bridges.
UCI solicited equipment proposals for all process mechanical equipment including: material handling
equipment (conveyors, bucket elevators), pre-cleaning equipment, grain storage bins and systems,
preparation process equipment, solvent extraction process equipment including zero effluent discharge
and degumming systems, rumen bypass process equipment.
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Utility equipment (steam boilers, cooling tower, emergency generator, compressed air system) and
loadout storage and equipment. Crown Iron Works was the preferred technology provider for both the
preparation hot dehulling process and solvent extraction process. UCI developed the project PFD’s,
P&ID’s and equipment and instrument lists and also worked closely with the environmental engineer in
developing permit application for the project. The effort confirmed the FEL-2 effort and the project is
currently under consideration by the client.

Northwest Plant View
(Grey items future)

Confidential Renewable Fuel Client, 3,000 Expandable to 4,000 STPD Soybean Crush Plant FEL-2
Midwest, USA (2015)
UCI provided technical expertise for the feasibility of a new grassroots soybean crush plant that was to
be located adjacent one of the client’s existing bio-refineries in the Midwest, USA. Market and logistic
expertise were provided by others in the FEL-2 effort. The facility design included truck and rail
receiving and shipping, pre-cleaning, storage, preparation, solvent extraction, utilities, product storage,
office, laboratory, maintenance facilities, shared rail yard with bio-refinery, and plant roadways with
truck staging. The results of the FEL-2 phase were positive and the prospective project is under
consideration by the client.
UCI developed preliminary site plans and main process equipment plans and elevations for the following
process areas: truck and rail receiving/loading, pre-cleaning, grain storage for process plant,
preparation, solvent extraction, meal and oil storage, utilities, and interconnecting towers and structural
bridges. UCI solicited equipment proposals for all process mechanical equipment including: material
handling equipment (conveyors, bucket elevators), pre-cleaning equipment, grain storage bins and
systems, preparation process equipment, solvent extraction process equipment including zero effluent
discharge and degumming systems, utility equipment (steam boilers, cooling tower, emergency
generator, compressed air system) and loadout storage and equipment. UCI developed the project
PFD’s, P&ID’s and equipment and instrument lists and also worked closely with the Owner’s
environmental engineer in developing permit requirements for the project.
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Confidential Renewable Fuel Client, Distillers Corn Oil Refinery FEL-1
Midwest, USA (2016)
UCI provided technical services to assist the Client with technology evaluation of various traditional and
developing technologies as well as developing a FEL-1 feasibility study for a traditional refinery designed
to process distiller’s corn oil. Traditional vegetable oil refining technology providers (Crown Iron Works,
Desmet, Alfa Laval) were consulted during the study. Unit process considered in the study were refining
(caustic and physical), bleaching, deodorizing, dewaxing, and soapstock splitting.
Confidential Soybean Processor, Soy Protein Concentrate FEL-1
Midwest, USA (2016)
UCI provided technical services to assess the Client’s existing soybean processing facility for the
potential of adding a process to produce soy protein concentrate. UCI met with the Client and inspected
their existing facility and studied facility layouts and developed four possible options for the new
process location and developed cost estimates, discussions of advantages and disadvantages for each
possible location.
Confidential Industrial Synthetic Liquids Producer, Castor Seed Crush Plant Technical Evaluation
Sonora, Mexico (2016)
UCI provided technical services to assess the technical design of a 400 TPD castor seed crush plant
located in Mexico for our client to determine its future viability as a castor oil supplier for their
downstream synthetic liquid production processes. UCI received technical design documentation
including P&ID’s, site plans, equipment arrangement drawings, technical equipment manuals for review
as part of the evaluation. UCI also traveled with the Client’s technical team consisting of their internal
engineers, a chemical process consultant engineer and engineers from a large EPC firm to the plant in
Mexico in fall of 2016. UCI met with the technical staff of the castor plant, the technology provider’s
process engineers and participated a two day inspection of the facility which was approximately 90%
constructed at the time. UCI developed a technical evaluation report with prioritized recommended
action items for the facility. Several conference calls with the Client, design team and castor seed plant
owner were conducted in fall 2016 with final technical meeting finalizing the phase of design occurring
in Mid-December 2016.
Nidera Soybean Crush Plants Review and Technical Evaluation
Puerto San Martin and Saforcada, Argentina (2013)
UCI was contracted by Nidera to travel to Argentina and spend a week in their two soybean crushing
facilities in Puerto San Martin and Saforcada, near Junin, to meet their technical staff and review
operations. The plants had recently been upgraded and employed a warm dehulling system that was
partially Buhler and Crown Iron Works design. The Client was looking for input to assist in improving the
dehulling efficiency and separation of hulls and fine soybean meats. In addition, the extraction process
was also reviewed to look for improvements in steam quality and consumption and reduction of hexane
carryover from the extractor to the desolventizer toaster. The solvent plant technology provider was
Crown Iron Works.
UCI worked with the plant technical staff, primarily in the larger plant in Puerto San Martin and
performed sieve analysis of several process streams, review screener screen sizes and aspiration air
flows. From the work conducted a change in operation of the bean heaters, change in screen sizes in
secondary dehulling and some aspiration air adjustments were recommended. In extraction, steam
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Separator was recommended for sparge steam to process and also a specifically to the oil stripper.
Discussions with Crown on a change in the wedge bar design in the final extractor section to improve
drainage took place with Crown providing a proposal to Nidera. UCI provided a technical trip report
with recommendations after the plant visit. The updates were reportedly made over the next 4-6
months with slight improvements reported in meal protein, meal fiber, soybean hull fats and overall
steam consumption.

Puerto San Martin

Saforcada

Confidential Oilseed Processing Technology Provider, Expanding Process Offering Oilseed Processing
Midwest, USA (2010)
UCI traveled with a well know USA process equipment and technology provider to Argentina to visit
several processing plants and companies to inspect their operating equipment discuss opportunities for
our Client to provide additional services and process equipment and gauge interest in Client potentially
offering alternative dehulling systems to current providers. UCI participated in discussions, plant visits,
and was asked to prepare a report and provide thoughts and recommendations on the possibility of the
Client expanding their current technology offering.
Rose Acre Farms, Process Safety Management System Update
Seymour, Indiana (2010-2011)
UCI was engaged to assist the Client in updating their facility process information including P&ID’s and
to lead a Process Hazard Analysis with a cross section of operations, maintenance, and other personnel
in an effort to correct deficiencies found in the earlier PSM audit.
Rose Acre Farms, Process Safety Management System Audit
Seymour, Indiana (2010)
UCI conducted an audit of the Clients existing process safety management (PSM) program. UCI
reviewed the existing written program including: written safety policies, training programs, effectiveness
of training, process safety information, process hazard analysis information, operating procedures, hot
work and other permits, emergency planning and response plan, incident investigations. In addition
actual operating practices, operating log book data entries and other notations, and work authorization
practices and procedures were observed. Employee and key contractor interviews were conducted. A
report was provided to Client management of program deficiencies.
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Caribbean Products Ltd., Process Mechanical Design Bleaching System Retrofit
Kingston, Jamaica (2010)
UCI was engaged to provide process mechanical design for a new bleaching system for an existing
soybean oil refinery. UCI worked closely with process consultant Walter Farr and the Owner in
development of the P&ID’s, equipment and instrument list and equipment orientation plans. UCI visited
the plant over a 3 day period to make all required field measurements, determine required building
modifications and structural additions prior to finalizing all equipment orientation plans. UCI worked
with Owner’s structural engineer in design of building extensions and modifications. UCI also worked
designed many of the slurry tanks, vacuum bleaching vessel in coordination with Mr. Farr. UCI also
assisted with development of the process control narrative and worked with Owner’s controls integrator
(ABB of Canada) to make required SCADA system modifications.
Noble Resources Ltd., Soybean Crush and Biodiesel Plant Technical Evaluation
Deerfield, Missouri (2010)
UCI was engaged to provide a technical evaluation of the Prairie Pride soybean crushing and biodiesel
plant located in Deerfield, MO for Noble Resources, Ltd. who had interest in purchasing the facility. UCI
visited the plant along with a marketing and logistics consultant in June 2010 and inspected the facilities
and met with key operations personnel. An inspection of the facility was conducted during the day visit
and a technical report was developed outlining the plant process details for the Client’s use and
consideration in determining the feasibility of the facility purchase.
Frazier Barnes & Associates, Retrofit of Existing Cottonseed Plant to Process Soybeans
Greenwood, Mississippi (2009)
UCI assisted FBA and provided process mechanical design to retrofit the existing cottonseed crush plant
with used equipment the Owner purchased from a recently shutdown soybean plant to allow the
processing of soybeans at the facility. UCI made several plant visits to review layout options, get field
measurements, inspect used equipment and meeting with the Owner’s operations manager. UCI
provided P&ID’s, detailed equipment arrangement plans for cleaning system, cracking and dehulling
system, and material handling from cracking to existing conditioners, flaking rolls and to existing
extraction, hull grinding and related material handling and aspiration systems. UCI also provided
equipment support designs.
Rose Acre Farms, New DTDC Installation and Preparation Hot Dehulling System Upgrades
Seymour, Indiana (2009)
UCI provided process mechanical design to assist Client in the replacement and increase in size of their
desolventizer toaster dryer cooler (DTDC) and some hot dehulling system modifications. Design
included mechanical equipment orientation drawings, coordination with local structural engineer for
addition of a penthouse roof addition to accommodate the larger DTDC, procurement assistance for a
new vapor tight bulk-flow drag conveyor to feed the new DTDC from the existing Crown extractor. The
new DTDC was provided by Crown. Preparation updates included the addition of a second parallel
cleaning screener, new fines conveyor, related spouting and adjustments in aspiration air flows.
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East Carolina Soybean Processors ECSP, Plant Visit Technical Assistance
Pantego, NC (2009)
UCI was engaged to visit the 200 TPD extrude – expeller soybean processing plant to review the process,
observe operations and operating procedures and assist the Client with start-up and shutdown
difficulties they were experiencing with the extruders and expellers. The goal was to improve residual
oil remaining in the cake and improve the shutdown procedures to allow for easier start-up after a
shutdown period. UCI worked with the technology providers and the plant operations staff to adjust
operating variables and start-up and shutdown procedures and assisted client with revision of written
procedures. Technology providers were Insta-Pro for extruders and Dupps for expellers.
Renew Oil, 1,500 STPD Corn Germ Crush Plant FEL-3
Jefferson, WI (2008)
UCI provided detailed process mechanical design with Frazier Barnes and Associates (FBA) assisting as
part of a design team for a new grassroots dry milled corn germ crush plant that was located adjacent to
an existing ethanol plant with corn fractionation system. The design team included the Owner preferred
general contractor who provided structural design, architectural design and led the detailed cost
estimating effort. Additional design team included electrical and controls engineer, fire system
designer, and environmental engineer.
UCI and FBA developed preliminary site plan and equipment orientation plans and elevations for the
following process areas: corn germ transfer conveying system from existing ethanol plant corn
fractionation facility, germ storage for process plant, preparation, solvent extraction, deoiled germ meal
and corn oil storage, utilities, and interconnecting towers and structural bridges.
UCI solicited equipment proposals for all process mechanical equipment including: material handling
equipment (conveyors, bucket elevators), corn germ storage bins and systems, preparation process
equipment, solvent extraction process equipment including zero effluent discharge, utility equipment
(steam boilers, cooling tower, emergency generator, compressed air system) and loadout storage and
equipment. Crown Iron Works was the preferred technology provider for both the solvent extraction
process. UCI developed the project PFD’s, P&ID’s and equipment and instrument lists and also worked
closely with the environmental engineer in developing permit application for the project. The project
was approved and a construction permit was obtained. However, Renew Oil along with their sister
company Renew Energy experienced financial difficulties and ultimately sold the facility in 2010 to
Valero Renewable Fuels and the project effort ended.
Grain Milling Projects
Iowa Corn Processors (ICP), Finished Product Zone Sifting A-mill
Glidden, Iowa (2019)
UCI worked with ICP to develop a layout for adding sifting of finished product immediately before
product packaging, truck or rail loadout. UCI performed 3D scanning of the existing milling & packaging
areas, developed a 3D model that allowed the sifting process and all related equipment and structure to
fit within a very compact existing space within ICP’s A-Mill. UCI provide structural support details,
equipment general arrangement drawings, ductwork fabrication details, pneumatic and compressed air
piping plans, sections and isometrics for the project. UCI also provided electrical design for the addition
of a new motor control center, transfer switch and project electrical. We assisted ICP in soliciting
contractor quotations in a bidding phase and assisted with construction oversight and commissioning.
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ADM Milling, Drum Dryer Project
Keokuk, Iowa (2019)
UCI worked ADM to develop a preliminary design for the addition of two (2) new rotary drum dryers for
their starch production facility in Keokuk, IA. UCI coordinated design activities with structural and
electrical designers to develop a preliminary design for a new drum dryer building for two (2) new drum
dryers. UCI developed and overall 3D plant model, developed equipment general arrangement
drawings, piping plans, sections, details and isometrics for the project from the 3D model. We also
developed piping specifications, equipment and instrument lists and specifications, sought equipment
quotations and assisted in developing an overall project budget. The project preliminary design was bid
in 2019 with contractor bids received in early 2020.
SEMO Milling
Scott City, MO (2019)
UCI was contracted to provide engineering design services for a new structure to raise existing truck
loading bag filters to an elevation equal to the storage bins main steel, resulting in safe explosion
venting flame path, UCI also revised pneumatic conveying of dust from filters to existing process tanks.
UCI 3D Scanned the facility to generate an accurate 3D model of the existing site, equipment and piping,
paired with the engineered structure created for the filters, UCI was able to generate construction
documents for the new structure and additional piping.
ADM Milling, New Flour Mill Utilities
Mendota, Illinois (2018-2019)
UCI was selected by ADM to provide process mechanical design for their utility systems for the new flour
mill in Mendota, IL. UCI developed the design for the steam and condensate systems, compressed air
systems, site natural gas distribution piping and steam and condensate piping throughout the new flour
mill. UCI worked with ADM in the selection of the steam boiler / generator systems, compressor and
compressed air systems and related equipment. UCI developed a detailed model of the new utility
building, all equipment, piping, ductwork etc. UCI selected building ventilation equipment as well.
Detailed equipment general arrangements; piping plans, sections, details and isometrics were
developed for the utility building and the flour mills areas. Project bidding documents and specifications
were developed and UCI assisted ADM with project bidding.

In addition, UCI sized and designed the in-house natural gas fuel lines and underground distribution
sizing the lines, working with the utility and developing bidding documents. The UG gas system fed over
six buildings, over 3500 linear feet of gas piping, over 15 equipment services with regulators. The mill
started operations in July 2019.
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Cereal Process Technologies (CPT), Corn Fractionation Plant
Jefferson, WI (2007)
UCI was engaged by CPT in the Fall of 2006 to assist in the design of a corn fractionation facility for a 100
MGY corn to ethanol plant in Jefferson, WI. UCI assisted CPT in preliminary designs, meetings with the
plant owner Renew Energy (now owned by Valero Renewable Fuels) and their general contractor. After
CPT was awarded the project UCI worked with the CPT and developed the detailed plant layout and
process mechanical design for the facility.
UCI provided the following technical services during the project execution: Process & instrumentation
drawings, equipment general arrangement drawings, detailed dust aspiration duct design; piping design;
transition and chute detailed design; equipment procurement, project management coordination with
Owner, general contractor and electrical designer; development of process control narrative; coordinate
with process control designer with the programming of the facility; construction observation; and
commissioning and start-up. The plant started operation in the Fall of 2008 and has been in operation
since.

Fractionation Plant in Operation

UCI 3D Plant Model

UCI provided design documents for the project in 2D. UCI later developed a 3D CAD model for the plant
and have utilized this for subsequent project work with Valero Renewable Fuels.

ractionation Plant in Operation

UCI 3D Plant Model
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Cereal Process Technologies, Fractionation Process National Corn to Ethanol Research Center (NCERC)
Edwardsville, IL (2010-2011)
UCI provided detailed process mechanical design services for CPT for the addition of their fractionation
process to the existing NCERC ethanol pilot plant facility. UCI worked closely with CPT in preparing
project proposal documents to NCERC in the technology evaluation stage. UCI worked closely with CPT
and NCERC’s engineer (Burns & McDonnell) in developing the process design retrofit into the existing
facility.

NCERC Corn Fractionation Back

Fractionation Front

UCI provided detailed P&ID drawings; 3D model; equipment general arrangement drawings, detailed
duct drawings; pneumatic conveying system design and piping drawings; detailed chute drawings;
process control narrative for programming; equipment and instrumentation specifications and
procurement activities. UCI also participated in initial commissioning and start-up of the process. UCI
donated all design services as part of CPT’s overall donation of the process to NCERC.

NCERC Corn Fractionation HMI

Fractionation Top View

Iowa Corn Processors (ICP), New Corn Mill Addition
Glidden, Iowa (2014 - 2015)
UCI provided ICP with detailed process mechanical design for their new “B-Mill” Addition project. The
project added 2.5 times additional corn milling process capacity to their existing facility in Glidden, IA.
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UCI provided detailed P&ID drawings; developed an overall 3D plant model; detailed equipment general
arrangement drawings; detailed process duct drawings; detailed pneumatic conveying line isometric
drawings; detailed steam, condensate and compressed air piping system drawings and isometrics; and
developed the overall process control narrative. UCI also developed equipment and instrument
specifications; piping, duct and chute specifications; assisted with equipment bidding and procurement
activities. UCI also developed design for additional product storage and an additional rail loadout
facility.

B-Mill Construction

B-Mill 3D Model

Transparent B-Mill Model

UCI also worked with a corn processing facility to develop the appropriate documents needed to file for
a Small Unit Exemption (S.U.E.) permit, this is an air permit exemption document for the state of Iowa.
After working with company personnel, UCI was able to generate an appropriate representation of the
sources of particular pollution at the Glidden, Iowa site, and set up an easy record keeping system in
order for this exemption to be maintained. UCI was able to update this document as the process
received updates and modifications.

ICP Storage & Rail Loading
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Animal Feed Manufacturing Projects
ADM AHN, New Feed Mill Liquid Feed & Utility System Design
Mendota, IL (2018-2019)
UCI has provided process mechanical design for a new compressed air system, natural gas supply, steam
and condensate equipment and piping systems as well as water treatment. Assistance in selecting boiler
and compressor equipment, including sizing and 3D modeling of the equipment and facility, distribution
diagrams and pipe routing.
Younglove Construction - ADM AHN, New Feed Mill Liquid Feed & Utility System Design
Quincy, IL (2017-2018)
UCI has provided process mechanical design for the liquid feed system piping; utility system piping
including steam and condensate from existing boiler systems, new compressed air system with tie-in to
existing systems, natural gas supply relocation, and potable and fire water supply. We have scanned
and generated a 3D model for the existing facility’s liquid feed storage, boiler systems and packaging
lines as well as developed a 3D model for the planned new feed mill. In addition to allow the continued
operation of the existing facility until the expansion was complete, UCI has designed an alternative
natural gas connection, secondary liquid unloading lines and verified the steam and condensate routing
for demolition of an existing building.
Younglove Construction - ADM AHN, New Premix Feed Mill Liquid Feed & Utility System Design
Effingham, IL (2017)
UCI has provided process mechanical design for the liquid feed system piping; compressed air piping and
potable water piping systems. We have developed a 3D model of the new pre-mix facility with all
process equipment and developed detailed design of the piping systems. This project was unique in that
inbound liquids were by both truck and tote, which required specific temperatures to flow.
ADM Animal Health & Nutrition, Protein Bypass Feed Additive Plant
Quincy, IL
Engineers with UCI provided overall project mechanical and electrical design for ADM-AHN for the
design, construction, and commissioning and start-up of a new protein bypass feed additive plant.
Services included: Overall plant process mechanical and electrical design: detailed P&ID drawings, plant
equipment general arrangement drawings and details; electrical power distribution; electrical controls;
mechanical and electrical equipment and instrumentation specifications; equipment procurement;
coordination and general design for a new rail spur to serve the plant; project management; and
commissioning and start-up for the new facility. Also, prior to the plant design, engineers with UCI
worked with ADM in developing key process equipment with design of a pilot scale prototype, running
testing at ADM’s lab facility, analyzing data from testing, and scaling up and developing the final design
for the key equipment used in the process. Local fabrication of the equipment completed with oversight
by engineers with UCI.
ADM-AHN Feed Additive Facility
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ADM Animal Health & Nutrition, Liquid Feed Plant Preliminary Design
Columbus, NE (2018-2019)
UCI worked with ADM-AHN to develop a liquid feed plant design to be located at the existing feed mill
site in Columbus, NE. The design included truck and rail unloading; liquid ingredient storage for up to six
(6) different liquid feed stocks; product mixing and systems for addition of dry granular materials to the
liquid feeds; up to eight (8) finished product liquid feed storage tanks; and truck loadout for finished
product. Preliminary design services involved design development to a FEP-2 level of design: Detailed
P&ID drawings, plant site plan and layout, equipment general arrangement plans, elevations and details;
piping drawings; preliminary electrical power and control design; preliminary budget development
including equipment, instrument, and material procurement and construction costs. UCI develop
preliminary project documents, solicited equipment and instrument quotations, developed bidding
documents and obtained three (3) sets of contractor proposals for construction of the project.
ADM Animal Health & Nutrition, Feed Mill Modification & Streamlining
Quincy, IL (2010)
UCI worked with ADM-AHN to streamline and improve their existing feed mill consisting of five (5)
milling lines in at their Quincy facility. The project involved analysis of existing operations, developing a
plan to utilize existing equipment assets, design equipment and system modifications, to allow the
production to be completed primarily on a single mill line with peak periods of the year requiring a
second milling line. The project also included the modification and replacement of the existing bagging
line with new bagging equipment and the addition of a robotic palletizing system. UCI developed
retrofit plans; equipment modification details; detailed P&ID drawings; equipment general arrangement
drawings; performed new bagging and palletizing system approval drawing review; worked with ADMAHN in soliciting contractor proposals; and working closely with ADM and their contractors during the
fabrication, installation and modification of the facility. UCI also assisted in development of a process
control narrative and participated in coordination with ADM’s control system integrator.
Renewable Energy & Biofuel Projects
Carl A Nelson & Co. - Big River Prairie Gold, Zein Protein Extraction Plant
Galva, IL (2015)
UCI provided process mechanical design for a design team lead by Carl A Nelson & Co. (CANCO) to
provide a design build approach for the design and construction of a facility for the extraction of the zein
protein from corn through the patented technology of Prairie Gold. The plant was constructed at the
existing Galva, IL ethanol plant of Big River Resources. Big River Prairie Gold is a joint venture of the two
aforementioned companies.
UCI developed and overall 3D model of the facility during the design and coordinated with the other
design team members consisting of structural engineers, architects, electrical engineers, and fire
protection engineers. We were responsible for detailed equipment layout; ventilation system design for
the process areas; design of a HVAC system for the food grade packaging areas of the facility; detailed
piping design including piping supports; key process tie-ins and piping to the existing ethanol plant,
HVAC system for an adjacent office, control room, and laboratory including a lab ventilation system;
design of all process utilities including steam & condensate, chilled water, cooling tower water, and
compressed air.
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UCI also developed a hybrid approach to the office area HVAC which utilized a looped water source heat
pump system that utilized waste process heat in the cooler months of the year to provide heat for the
office areas; and we also developed design for the receipt, unloading, storage and transfer to process of
isopropyl alcohol including code review, tank and truck containment, piping systems design and
equipment specification. UCI also provided equipment and instrument procurement services for both
CANCO and BRPG for process and utility equipment and instrumentation. We also developed process
control narrative for the utility, packaging, and isopropyl alcohol unit processes and assisted in the
program development the entire project team. We were present at the site throughout construction
and weekly during critical periods.

Zein Protein Extraction Plant, Galva IL

Galva, IL Site Plan

BRPG Amazein Process Plant

Valero Renewable Fuels, Co-Product Pneumatic Transfer System
Jefferson, WI (2011-2012)
UCI developed a design for transferring co-products (corn
bran, corn germ, and DDGS) from the Valero ethanol
plant to existing concrete storage silos at the Jefferson,
WI facility. The pneumatic system eliminated significant
mechanical conveying systems for both the DDGS and
corn germ transfer and reduced operating horsepower
for the transfer of products by over 500 HP. UCI spent
time investigating potential routes for the system piping
through the existing facility which was at one time a
malting facility with structures dating back to the 1930’s.
Pneumatic Transfer System

(Blower bldg., fractionation, malting facility)

After review of 4-5 potential routes a final piping route was selected. UCI then provided detailed design
for the following: Detailed P&ID drawings; development of a 3D model; detailed equipment general
arrangement drawings for a new blower building for germ and bran transfer; detailed piping and piping
support drawings including new pipe rack foundation drawings; electrical power and control design;
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generation of a process control narrative. UCI also developed project scope and bidding documents and
assisted Valero with the bidding process and selection of a general and electrical contractor.

Design

Under Construction
Pneumatic Transfer Blower Building

Design of Blowers

Finished Product

UCI was involved throughout construction working with the team for the installation and challenging
routing through the existing malting facilities. UCI teamed with the contractors and Valero’s internal
controls integration engineer in commissioning and starting up the process. The system was key to the
operation of the ethanol plant and it has performed as designed since initial start-up.
Food & Pet Food Projects
ADM Crosswinds Pet Food Tank Addition Projects
Topeka and Sabetha, Kansas (2019)
UCI was asked to develop preliminary project design documents for the addition of liquid ingredient
storage tanks at ADM Crosswinds facilities in Topeka and Sabetha, KS. In both project UCI developed
preliminary design and created a preliminary 3D model for the tank, pump and piping installations for
both facilities. The Topeka project included two (2) tanks and a building addition to enclose the tanks,
pumps, piping and related electrical system design. UCI created preliminary building foundation and
framing drawings, equipment general arrangement drawings, piping plans, sections and isometrics and
electrical plans along with specifications and general bidding instructions. Preliminary contractor bids
were received in early February 2020.
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Similar to the Topeka project, the Sabetha project included the addition of five (5) tanks all outside. UCI
developed the same type of bidding documents as completed for Topeka. Preliminary contractor bids
were received in February 2020. For both projects, UCI developed the equipment and instrument
specifications, sought equipment and instrument quotations and assisted ADM in developing an overall
project budget. The projects are in the approval stage within ADM currently and hope to move to final
design and construction in 2020.
Ajinomoto ME Plant GK-0 Method Process Upgrade
Eddyville, Iowa (2017)
UCI developed process 3D and intelligent P&ID model utilizing existing model and intelligent P&ID’s
developed earlier for a process addition consisting of the addition of the evaporator system in a building
addition, new tank, pumps, heat exchangers and significant piping additions and modifications.
Electrical and Structural Engineering were provided by UCI for the project utilizing sub-consultants.
Detailed project plans, elevations, details, specifications were developed and competitive contractor
bids were received for the building addition, equipment setting and process piping and electrical work.
UCI worked with Ajinomoto and the contractors during the bidding, construction and commissioning
phases of the project.
Ajinomoto ME Plant Intelligent P&ID and Plant 3D Model Development
Eddyville, Iowa (2016)
We worked with Ajinomoto engineers to both recreate and update their current set of P&IDs, and also
develop a 3D model of their plant from a 3D Point Cloud Scan set. The process of recreating the P&IDs
involved obtaining their current set of P&IDs then creating them as "Smart P&IDs" within the AutoCAD
Plant P&ID software. After that step was done, we had their physical plant laser scanned as to obtain the
point cloud set. Upon receiving the point cloud data, we started developing a model within AutoCAD
Plant3D software, and marking up the already created P&IDs so that they will match what's actually in
the plant.

Point-Cloud Equipment Scan

Model Scan Overlay

Finished 3D Generated Model
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Pinnacle Foods
Ft. Madison, Iowa (2015, 2016, 2017)
Our firm has worked with the engineers at Pinnacle Foods in Keokuk to develop isometrics for new
piping which was needed to replace older piping, and controls, as there could be added efficencies. To
start these projects, we would take the current P&ID they had for the piping we were replacing and
convert it into a "Smart P&ID" in AutoCAD Plant P&ID software. Along with this, we would have the
physical piping laser scanned as to obtain the point cloud data for this piping. After receiving the point
cloud data, we started developing a 3D model within AutoCAD Plant3D software. Once the 3D model is
done, with all needed piping modelled, we automate the creation of isometrics from it.
Ajinomoto ME Plant Expansion Project
Eddyville, Iowa (2006-2007)
UCI teamed with Carl A Nelson & Co. to provide detailed process mechanical design for the expansion of
Aninomoto’s existing monosoto glutamate (ME) plant. The project involved capacity increase of 50%
and additional fermentation steps, storage tanks, process equipment, and utility additions and
modifications. UCI was responsible for detailed process mechanical design including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detail Equipment General Arrangements
Compressed Air System Addition
Process Sewer Addition
Equipment Supports & Access Platform Design
Electrical & Control Room HVAC System Design
Construction Inspection

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooling Tower Addition
New Steam & Condensate Distribution Piping
Detailed Process Piping Design
Process Ductwork Design
Additional Liquid Feed Storage Tank & Piping
Commissioning & Start-up Assistance

Seed Processing Projects
Carl A Nelson & Co – Monsanto, Soybean Seed Conditioning
Redwood, MN (2017)
UCI has been selected to team with Carl A Nelson & Company to provide detailed process mechanical
design for a new soybean conditioning process for Monsanto at their existing Redwood Falls, MN
facility. Our work entailed developing detailed P&ID drawings following Monsanto’s internal standards;
developing an overall project 3D model for new building, structures, storage bins, process equipment,
pneumatic transfer systems, process ductwork, equipment supports and access platforms; coordinating
design with electrical and structural designers, the CANCO and Monsanto team. We have also
developed a process control narrative and provided commissioning and start-up assistance for the
project.
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Chemical Processing Projects
Seither & Cherry Company – Iowa Fertilizer Company Ammonia Knock Out Drum
Wever, IA (2019)
UCI worked with Seither & Cherry Company to provide Mechanical Design and Piping Design for the
ammonia knock out drum project at the Iowa Fertilizer Company. The project as a fast track design
build project. Using existing drawings and 3D Scanning technologies, UCI generated a model of the
existing pipe racks. UCI developed overall 3D project model including the knock out drum, pumps,
instruments, structures, pipe supports and all piping for the project. From the model, general
arrangement plans, sections and elevations were created, using facility specified specification sheets for
piping, and detailed piping isometric drawings for fabrications with bill of materials were provided. In
the piping design, UCI performed details piping stress analysis utilizing Caeser II stress analysis software
and provided a final stress analysis report for the project.
Carl A Nelson & Co – Confidential Chemical Processing Facility Expansion
South Eastern, IA (2019)
UCI worked with Carl A Nelson & Company to provide Mechanical Design and Piping Design for cooling
tower water, steam and condensate and related process tie-ins for their expansion. UCI developed RFQ
documents for pumps, lift station, additional equipment as needed and designed custom pipe support
off existing structures and racks. Using 3D Scanning technologies, UCI generated a model of the existing
pipe rack, for the new pipe support designs and pipe routing to be based on, and tie in with process
equipment modeled such as; Tanks, pumps, heat exchangers, agitators, cooling tower. From the model,
general arrangement plans, sections and elevations were created, using facility specified specification
sheets for piping, and detailed piping isometric drawings for fabrications with bill of materials were
provided.
Seither & Cherry Company – Iowa Fertilizer Company DEF Storage Project
Wever, IA (2018)
UCI worked with Seither & Cherry Company to provide Mechanical Design and Piping Design for the DEF
Storage project at the Iowa Fertilizer Company. The project included the addition of new transfer
pumps, small filter building, piping and equipment foundations and piping supports. UCI developed an
overall 3D project CAD model and produced project general arrangement drawings, equipment
foundation drawings, piping and piping support plans and details and detailed isometric drawings. In
addition, UCI developed detailed instrument data sheets, electrical grounding and lighting plans and
assisted with the procurement and approval of all equipment and instrumentation for the project.Seither & Cherry Company – Iowa Fertilizer Company UAN Off-Spec Project
Wever, IA (2017-2018)
UCI worked with Seither & Cherry Company to provide Mechanical Design and Piping Design for the
addition of two (2) UAN Off-Spec storage tanks at the Iowa Fertilizer Company. The project included
working with geotechnical engineers, surveyors to develop the tank foundation design, along with the
detailed process mechanical design which included the developing a CAD 3D project model, generating
details equipment general arrangement drawings, detailed piping plans and details, and detailed piping
isometric drawings for the project. UCI also developed detailed instrument data sheets, electrical
grounding and lighting plans and assisted with the procurement and approval of all equipment and
instrumentation for the project.-
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Miscellaneous Processing Projects
Iowa Limestone Company (ILC) – Fine Grind Process Upgrade
Cloverdale Indiana (2019-2020)
Upper consulting was contacted by ILC to provide detailed process mechanical design for their fine grind
system upgrade in 2019. The existing facility had been purchased by ILC from a nearby quarry with the
intent to improve both the capacity and quality of product produced by the existing plant. We
completed a 3D laser scan and produced a point cloud to verify existing plant conditions, and built a 3D
model of the new system around the existing. The new system design cut out previous energy
inefficiencies, improved plant throughput capacity by 70%, allowed for additional products, increased
flexibility in crushing/product breakdown, and added product blending capabilities to the existing
system. Specific upgrades include, dryer system upgrade, parallel primary crushing systems (roll crusher
& VSI), secondary crushing system,
additional screening capacity, primary
and secondary classifying systems, plant
aspiration network, bulk bagging and
hand bagging upgrades, and a new
blending station. The fine grind upgrade
allowed for all of these upgrades under
the existing roof, and added a new
warehouse and office for more efficient
operations. UCI’s design was delivered in
phases such that the existing process
could run while construction activities
were ongoing with only minor
shutdowns for tie-ins to the previous
system.

Sparks Maintenance Contracting – Brown Pike County Plastics Pellet Rail Loadout Project
Meridosia, IL (2019-2020)
Upper Consulting, Inc. was contacted by Sparks Maintenance Contracting (SMC) to design a rail loadout
canopy and loadout system for plastic pellets, for Brown Pike County Plastics (BPC). The canopy spans
two rail tracks and covers the length of an entire car. Fall protection was designed to replace the existing
cable type system, the design will include a building frame, foundations, roof, siding and trim details for
an upgrade at a later date. 3D scanning took place in the area, to generate a point cloud from which a
3D model was created and construction documents from there.
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Below are additional projects the UCI provided engineering services for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rose Acre Farms, Soybean Preparation Cleaning System Upgrade, Seymour, IN
Bratney Companies, Biodiesel Plant Design Benchmarking, Des Moines, IA
Carl A Nelson Company – Jefferson River Terminal, Urea Melt & Storage Facility, North Bend, OH
Bratney Companies, Biodiesel Plant Design Assistance – multiple plants, Des Moines, IA
FBA Consulting – Nutracea, Rice Bran Extraction Facility Preliminary Design, Greenwood, MS
Rose Acre Farms, Process Safety Mgt. Audit/ Process Hazard Analysis Update, Seymour, IN
Rose Acre Farms, New Desolventizer Toaster Dryer Cooler, Seymour, IN
Abengoa, Material Handling Equipment Review, Madison, IL and Mt. Vernon, IN
Pinnacle Foods, New Tallow Tank Farm and Truck Loading, Ft. Madison, IA
FBA Consulting – Delta Oil Mill, Soybean Processing Addition, Greenwood, MS
Badger Mining Corp., Fracking Sand Screening Plant Design, Taylor, WI
Carl A Nelson Co. - Ajinomoto Food Ingredients, ME Plant Process Improvement, Eddyville, IA
Adams Vegetable Oils, Soybean Dehulling System Preliminary Design, Arbuckle, CA
Cereal Process Technologies – ACH Foods, Corn Fractionation Facilities & Corn Germ Extraction
Plant Preliminary Design & Project Development, Multiple Locations.
ADM Animal Health & Nutrition, Fatty Acid Distillate Tank Addition, Quincy, IL
Prince Agri Products, Plant Ventilation System Re-Design, Quincy, IL
Iowa Corn Processors, Truck Unloading and Corn Storage Addition, Glidden, IA
Valero Renewable Fuels, DDGS Loadout System Review, Linden, IN
Younglove Construction Co. – United Grain, Dust System Duct Design, Pneumatic Conveying
System Design, Vancouver, WA.
Ajinomoto Food Ingredients, Cooling Tower Addition Design, Eddyville, IA
ADM Animal Health and Nutrition – Feed Mill Consolidation & Bagging System Design, Quincy, IL
Puma Energy, Edible and Mineral Oil Combined Storage, Loading & Unloading System Feasibility,
Tanjung Langstat, Malaysia and Jebel Ali, Dubai, U.A.E.
Valero Renewable Fuels, Grain Dust Pneumatic Conveying System Design, Jefferson, WI
J.M. Huber, Process Design Assistance, Calcium Carbonate Granulation Line Addition, Quincy, IL
Plant Review and Technical Assessment for Confidential Client, Prairie Pride Soybean Processing
and Biodiesel Production Facility, Deerfield, MO
Noble Group, Plant Review & Technical Assessment for Rice Mill & Warehouse, Craighead, AR
Keokuk Municipal Water Works, On-Site Sodium Hypochlorite Generation System, Keokuk, IA
FBA Consulting – Nutrinsic, Fish Food Replacement Production Facility Design, Trenton, OH
Valero Renewable Fuels, - Grain Receiving Transfer System Addition Design, Jefferson, WI
Valero Renewable Fuels, Milled Corn and DDGS System Review, Fort Dodge, IA
Multiple Companies, Soybean Processing Plant Feasibility and Preliminary Design Development,
Several worldwide locations
RinTrust, multiple biodiesel facilities in multiple states, RSF2 Engineering Reviews
Feed Extrusion Process for Rodent Poison Production Feasibility Study
J.M. Huber, New Product Storage Tank Addition Design, Quincy, IL
Iowa Corn Processors, Compressed Air System Upgrade Design, Glidden, IA
Iowa Corn Processors, Bagging System Upgrade Design, Glidden, IA
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Consultant Summaries
Jeff Upper, P.E. Senior Engineer - Experienced Mechanical Engineer with over 30 years’ experience in
oilseed processing, vegetable oil refining, vegetable protein extraction, food additive production, animal
food production, grain storage and grain handling systems, corn milling/fractionation, barge
loading/unloading operations, truck and rail loading/unloading operations, industrial boiler systems,
industrial heating, air conditioning, dehumidification and ventilation systems, steam and condensate
distribution systems, compressed air, chilled water and cooling tower water systems, chemical addition
systems, process piping system design, pneumatic conveying systems, and dust collection and industrial
duct design. Project design and project management in numerous plant expansions, greenfield plant
construction and annual plant maintenance activities. B.S. and M.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Illinois. Registered P.E. in Illinois, Iowa and Ohio.
Sadru Dada, Agribusiness Consultant – A Mechanical and Agricultural Engineer with over 40 years’
experience in international agribusiness. Design and operational experience in oilseed processing,
vegetable oil refining, flour milling, animal feed milling, grain storage and handling, shrimp farming,
aquaculture, port loading and unloading facilities, packaging operations including bagging and bottling.
Experienced in conducting technical feasibility studies. Has significant in plant operations management
experience. Work experience in over 50 countries. B.S (Honors) in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Nairobi, Kenya and M.S. in Agricultural Engineering, University of Georgia.
Tim Gorman, P.E Senior Engineer Consultant – Experience engineer with 39 years of professional
engineering experience in industrial, design and construction related fields. He has design and
construction experience in industrial, process, renewable, energy, biofuel, ethanol, biodiesel, food
grade, oil seed processing, grain handling, manufacturing, process, and specialty chemical fields, plus an
extensive pharmaceutical, chemical, utilities, laboratory and industrial HVAC design experience. He has
worked with industrial EPC design-build contractors, commercial consulting engineering, and design bid
build firms on greenfield, fast track, stick built, revamp, retrofit and expansion projects. Team leader in
the preparation of detailed design for construction bid documents, plans and specifications,
construction oversight, commissioning and start-up. Managed projects from conceptual design to startup to guarantee projects are on-time, within budget and meet all owner objectives. Prepare conceptual
design basis, provide project development, project cost estimate for construction funding, provide
request for quotes for purchase of capital equipment. Provide project detailed design oversight and
quality control review (QC) of all project documents to verify they meet design criteria, applicable NFPA,
API, ASME, FDA, SQF, local and national building codes, and provide Quality Control reviews to verify all
documents are coordinated between disciplines. B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from University of
Arkansas. Registered P.E. in 15 states.
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Chad Berens – Project Engineer – Graduated from Missouri University of Science and Technology at
Rolla, Missouri with a degree in environmental engineering. He has experience in air permitting for grain
processing facilities, process and equipment layout for protein solvent extraction facilities, bulk product
storage and loadout facilities. Additional experience includes development of cost estimates, and phase
I & II studies for soy protein concentrate production, specialty protein extraction facility, soybean
processing facilities, animal food processing and various other grain processing facilities. Technical skills;
AutoCAD, AutoCAD Intelligent P&IDs, and 3D Modeling, Excel, Faro 3D Scanning and Processing
Technologies.
Taylor Myers - Project Designer - Graduated from the University of Illinois with a degree in Architecture
and has 12 years of experience working in AutoCAD; specializes in the Plant 3D Suite tools creating
plans, sections, axonometric drawings, 3D models, Smart P&IDs, Smart piping models, piping isometrics,
BOM reports, and other project deliverables. Proficient in other Autodesk products such as Plant Spec
Editor, Plant Report Creator, Navisworks, Revit, ReCap and Ceasar II. Project work includes generation of
models and drawings for food additive processes, specialty protein extraction process, oilseed crushing
plants, ethanol plants, corn milling/fractionation processes. Proficient in modeling existing facilities
from 3D scan data (point clouds).
Matthew A. Witte, E.I.T. - Project Engineer - A graduate from the University of Missouri at Columbia,
Matt earned a degree in Mechanical Engineering and a minor in Mathematics. He has project experience
working in corn to ethanol, animal food milling and additive, corn milling and fractionation, and oilseed
processing facilities, limestone crushing, industrial steam generation systems, heating and air
conditioning, clean room ventilation design, process and utility piping design, pneumatic conveying
systems and blower specifications, dust collection and industrial duct analysis, truck and rail
loading/unloading, bulk product and liquid storage. His technical skills include AutoCAD intelligent
P&ID’s, Plant 3D and smart pipe modeling, piping isometric and bill of materials production, material
handling equipment analysis and procurement, 3D laser scanning and point cloud production, 3D model
generation from 3D scan data, mass & energy balance, steel detailing, detailed industrial cost
estimation, and experience with permitting of processing facilities.
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Upper Consulting, Inc.
1400 North 30th Street
Quincy, Illinois 62301

Info@upperconsulting.com
217-221-4634

www.upperconsulting.com
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